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Executive summary 

This final thesis report presents the results of the final thesis research of the master 
programme Construction Management and Engineering at the Eindhoven University of 
Technology, conducted at Ecofys Utrecht. The theoretical contribution of this research will 
consist of an analysis of the value presented to customers by sustainable energy systems. 
Improving the applicability of sustainable energy systems in construction business shapes 
the social importance of this thesis research. The intended audience are professionals in the 
building industry; especia lIy those who are interested in housing developments, innovation 
and sustainable energy systems. 

The greatest challenge of our time is maintaining the quality of life in our world; the earth's 
ra pid climate change poses a great threat to this quality. Emission of greenhouse gasses is 
one of the mayor issues in climate change. The reduction of fossil energy use and application 
of sustainable energy systems can limit the contribution of the built environment to the 
emission of these gasses. 

Postulate 
It is possible to develop market conform sustainable housing projects. Despite the desirability 
of this development there is insufficient customer demand due to insufficient strategic market 
approach. 

Objective 
The objective of this research project is to make recommendations for improvement on the 
application of sustainable energy systems in new housing development projects, by making 
an analysis of the economic and functional customer housing demands. 

First an analysis of economic customer demands is presented to define the value appropriation 
of customers. Second the demanded customer functionalities in a housing development project 
are analysed. The findings of these researches are analysed and the conflicts in offered 
value to customers and customer demand are presented. To address these conflicts business 
strategies are designed. 

In customer evaluation of a product or service, the elements that contribute to the value 
perception are different at several evaluation moments. Pre-purchase evaluations are 
largely based on expected benefits: usefulness. Post-purchase evaluations are based on 
performance indicators and perception of quality during the use and lifetime: quality. As 
usefulness and quality of a product increase, the price that customers are willing to pay 
increases. Customers characteristics need to be specified in order to present a clear and 
targeted value offer in the marketplace that suites the customer's evaluation characteristics. 

In this process companies create value for customers, by means of innovation, and capture 
a share of this value. Companies need sufficient value capture to maintain the ability to 
innovate. To continuously increase value presented to customers, and at the same time capture 
this created value, concepts such as value co-creation and value construction are explored. 
These processes aim at maintaining value creation and value capture at a point of optimal 
value; both customer and company equally benefit from the products and services that are 
exchanged. 

The second part of this research focuses on housing characteristics. In housing, shelter and 
comfort are provided by: a she", comfort issuing infrastructure and energy functions. These 
are often interrelated and interwoven which limits flexibility. Technica"y, the layers of the 
house should be separated, and easily adaptable, in order to adapt to future system 
demands and system innovation. 



Energy reliability and affordability are major challenges related to the energy sources. 
Limiting the energy demand by improving the quality of the house is the first step in the 
design of a sustainable housing development project. Reversing the energy chain in smart 
housing developments enables energy systems to perform according to the functionality 
needed. This enables the house to become a system element in a distributed energy system 
based on a sustainable fuel mix. Cost of energy will be lower than with conventional energy 
systems due to the improved performance over lifetime. 

Analysis 
By analysing economic customer demand and needed housing functionality, four conflicts 
have been derived: 
1. In the customer perceived value evaluation of a house, expected performance is of 
little influence. Therefore the sustainable energy system advantage of lower total costs of 
ownership are not properly valued by the customer. 
2. Different value offerings are combined in one total offer to the customer. As a consequence 
it will be difficult to evaluate the separate value offer represented in the shell and the 
energy system elements. 
3. There is not enough focus on value creation in the building industry, where energy systems 
demand innovation. As a consequence the built environment is lagging behind in adaptability 
to future energy sources to maintain security of power supply. 
4. The building industry takes little notice of customer co-creation and value construction, 
or energy systems benefits from continuous adaptation to customer functionalities and 
new technologies. Therefore the flexibility of the energy systems is limited, which leads to 
opportunity costs. 

Customer approach 
These market-conflicts are addressed in a two-fold customer approach. Part one, proves 
the first part of the postulate, 'It is possible to develop market conform sustainable housing 
projects.' Part two presents a strategic customer approach that presents technology 
alternatives that improve the application of sustainable energy systems in new housing 
developments. Four strategic business elements are presented: 
1. Improving the customer value evaluation of the house and its systems, based on customer 
education of system performances, system attributes and return on investment. 
2. The customer experiences a combined value offer that makes evaluation difficult. This 
element will be addressed in this customer approach by a differentiated value offer, one 
based on pre-purchase evaluation of usefulness and one based on the post-purchase 
evaluation of quality. A product and a service will be presented to the customer. 
3. The limited possibilities of innovation in the building industry and the inflexibility of the 
system will be addressed in this strategy focus. The sustainable energy system should present 
flexible, improved value offerings to the customer. Based on changes in functionalities 
demanded by the customer or on changes in technologies that can provide energy to the 
house. 
4. In customer approach, value construction or value co-creation is important. The customer 
needs to be able to benefit from adaptations to new cheaper technologies that are applied 
to meet changing demands. These shared benefits will increase customer satisfaction and 
market adoption. 

Conclusion 
By addressing the disentanglement of the combined value offer that makes customer value 
evaluation difficult, and the introduction of value construction in sustainable energy systems in 
new housing development projects application of sustainable energy systems will be improved. 
This strategy implies a technology-push that is much needed to achieve a stronger demand
pull on sustainable energy systems in new housing development projects. It is recommended 
to design business models that present a renewed set of benefits to customers. 
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Introduction 
The built environment uses enormous amounts of fossil energy, which urgently needs to be 

reduced due to environmental problems resulting from this energy use. This thesis contributes to 

the improvement of energy use, by focusing on the energy systems in the built environment and 

the benefits they present to customers. The characteristics of these elements will be analysed to 

present new market approaches that have the ability to increase the adaptation of sustainable 

energy systems in the built environment. 

The built environment uses enormous amounts of fossil energy, which urgently needs to be 

reduced due to environmental problems resulting from this energy use. This thesis contributes to 

the improvement of energy use, by focusing on the energy systems in the built environment and 

the benefits they present to customers. The characteristics of these elements will be analysed to 

present new market approaches that have the ability to increase the adaptation of sustainable 

energy systems in the built environment. 

This report presents the results from the final thesis research to the master of Construction 

Management and Engineering at the Eindhoven University of Technology. This master 

programme focuses mainly on business processes, stakeholders and innovation in the construction 

industry. Two main topics in the programme are related to this final thesis research: towards 

a sustainable society and economic value analysis. 

The final thesis research has been conducted at Ecofys Utrecht. Ecofys is company from Dutch 

origin that specialises in sustainable energy solutions. As part of the Econcern group, it offers 

research and consultancy services and is also active in the field of product development. Over 

the years Ecofys has conducted extensive research and completed projects for many energy 

companies, housing corporations, building companies, international and local authorities, and 

energy consumers around the world. 

This thesis research report shares the gained insights with professionals in the building industry; 

especially those who are interested in innovation. As presented in Figure 1 I reading layout: 

chapter one presents the research topic, problem and objective as well as the research 

framework. Chapter two is an economic analysis of customer demanded benefits, chapter 

three an analysis of customer functionality demands. In chapter four these demands are 

analysed. In chapter five strategic market approaches are presented. Chapter six present 

the conclusions and recommendations from this research. It is recommended for readers with 

limited time available to read at least chapters one, five and six. Chapters two, three and 

four present the theoretic background for the thesis. 

In paragraph 1.1 this thesis' topic will be introduced, including notes on the importance of the 

research. In paragraph 1.2 the context of this research is described including an introduction 

to Ecofys. The research problem and the problem development are described in paragraph 

1.3. The research objective is stated in paragraph 1.4. and paragraph 1.5 presents the 

research questions that where leading this research and finally the research framework is 

presented to the reader in paragraph 1.6. 



1.1 Presentation of the topic 
The greatest challenge of our time is maintaining the quality of life in our world; the earth 's 

rapid climate change poses a great threat to the world. This concern is widely accepted and 

the attention to the world climate crisis is enormous. One of the mayor topics in the discussion 

on the climate change is the emission of greenhouse gasses, largely a result of the unbridled 

fossil energy use. The reduction in fossil energy use will not occur spontaneously, this thesis is 

based on the belief that an ecological change will occur based on economic advantages. As 

Schmidheiny (1992) states: 

'The winners of tomorrow are the companies that invest today in cleaner production and cleaner 
products.' 
The right of existence of these companies lies in the customer's demands and needs. The 

economic benefits from cleaner products will increase customer demand for these products. 

This thesis aims at opening markets for sustainable solutions, which will lead to more and 

better use of renewable energy sources. 



Environmental importance 
Environmental problems have become a worldwide concern for economists, as is witnessed by the 
development of many theories and policies aimed at driving the economy towards a 'sustainable 
economy'. (Camagni, 1998) 

Consumer demand is placing an increasing burden on the world's natural resources and habitats 

(Shah 2007). Since the developing countries are beginning to copy the lifestyle of developed 

countries the burden on these resources will increase even further. The use of resources is one 

of the important issues that are related to the negative effects on our environment. Aside from 

the environmental threats this demand poses, it also increases the chances on war and global 

migration when the availability of resources is limited . (Stiglitz 2003) This constant balancing 

is depicted in the Figure 2 I three E model (Campbell 1996)1. 

Diminishing the pressure and reliance on the world's resources, even under growing population, 

is the greatest challenge of our time. This is often referred to as sustainable development. The 

definition of sustainable development is first mentioned in the well-known Brundtland report: 

"Our common future". In this report the definition of sustainable development is described as: 

' ... a process of change in which the exploitation of resources, the direction of investments, the 

orientation of technological development and institutional changes are made consistent with 

future as well as present needs'. (WECO 1987) There is a growing international consensus on 

the need for environmental regulations to achieve these goals (Cramer, 1993). 

1. The concept of sustainability is inscribed within a triangle of competing interests. In this construction, 

the concept is necessarily discursive and democratic. The development conflict sets those with an 

interest in protecting the environment against those with an interest in distribut ing available resources. 

The property conflict set those who control the means of production against those with an interest 

distributive justice. The resource conflict sets those with an interest in economic development against 

those w ith an interest in resource conservation. The sustainable state is one that negotiates and 

balances conflict and each set of competing interests. 



The built environment 

As Schmidheiny stated, an ecologic change will come based on economic aspects. Sustainable 

developments will prove to be more profitable and therefore be the engine behind the 

growth of sustainable cities. There is evidence that constructing and retrofitting buildings to 

have less environmental impact can be economically justified without major policy changes. 

These economic benefits stem from lifetime savings due to lower energy costs and, more 

difficult to measure but possibly greater in magnitude, improved human performance as 

people become healthier and more productive. (Liddle and Finch 2002) 

The built environment in the Netherlands uses large amounts of energy. Approximately 40% 

of the energy use is related to the built environment, heating and cooling in particular are 

large contributors (TNO 2007). Building insulation, more efficient comfort installations and 

local sustainable energy generation have improved building performance over the last 

decades, but the possible energy gains are far from depleted (TNO 2004). Nowadays there 

is a growing interest in life-cycle costs, which are related to buildings, this will lead to more 

efficient use of materials and energy. The method of life cycle costing will prove to be of 

great value in achieving sustainable buildings. (PSlbouw 2006) 

1.1.2 Academic importance 
The theoretical contribution of this research will consist of an analysis of the value to customers 

presented by sustainable energy systems. It analyses the concept of value, which is often 

neglected in other research, and uses the key aspects of customer demand and customer 

demanded functionality to present a new market approach in housing developments. This 

analysis can be used as a starting point for further research in using functionality and value 

to customer as design feature in consumer markets. 

1.1.3 Social importance 
The social importance of this thesis is shaped by the fact that possibilities of sustainable 

energy are not fully exploited in current construction business. Sustainability issues in the real 

estate sector are rapidly gaining more attention and are emerging as significant concerns for 

both investors and developers in European real estate markets. However, there appears to 

be a gap between the awareness phase and actual concrete actions regarding sustainability 

from many companies in the sector (Eurosif 2007). The energy performance of houses that are 

currently being built is well below technical and economical possible. Furthermore, government 

regulations are a burden rather than an accelerator in the adaptation of sustainable energy 

systems in construction. This thesis focuses on the development of technology that enables 

customer demand and creating a "pull" factor. To increase demand for sustainable solutions 

benefits and availability to customers should increase. This thesis aims at a paradigm change 

in the housing industry that enables homeowners to buy sustainable energy systemSj it is not 

the purpose of this thesis to educate people, but to present them the ability to choose. 

1.2 The project context 
The project's context has influenced the research in several ways that. The research has been 

conducted at Ecofys addressing their demand for more insight in customer behaviour and 

demand stimulus in an attempt to improve the acceptance of sustainable energy systems by 

homeowners. This demand stimulus can be driven by a change in market approach or by a 

redesign of the organization models concerning housing developments. 



Ecofys company description 
Ecofys is part of the Econcern holding which embodies Evelop, Ecostream and Ecoventures 

and has more than 900 employees and is active in 19 countries. (Econcern 2007) Ecofys is a 

sustainable energy consulting company, originating in The Netherlands. The company's mission 

statement is: 

.~ sustainable energy supply for everyone" 

At Ecofys there is a strong drive for bringing sustainable energy within everyone's reach. 

The solutions and innovations that are offered at Ecofys enable businesses to achieve both 

profitability and social accountability. (Ecofys 2007) From 1984 onward, the company 

is working in the field of sustainable energy supply, in the broadest sense of the word. 

This includes, wind, solar, biomass and other energy sources as well as, energy in the built 

environment, energy use in transport, energy infrastructure etc. Within this wide range of 

specializations, the company is active in both public and private sectors for a broad range 

of constituents. Ecofys is represented in Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, France, 

Germany, Hong Kong, Italy, The Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Turkey and the United Kingdom. 

With over 325 employees in twelve countries, Ecofys is one of the largest consultancy firms in 

sustainable energy and climate policy. 

Within Ecofys new products are developed and consultancy functions are performed for 

the other branches of Econcern; as depicted in Figure 3 I Econcern organogram. One of 

these branches is the project development company Evelop. In 2004 Evelop started its first 

sustainable housing developments; currently Evelop is active in both housing and utility projects. 

The knowledge of sustainable real estate within Ecofys and Evelop has contributed greatly to 

the results of this thesis. The role of market leader in the field of sustainable energy solutions 

made Ecofys the most suitable company to perform this research. 



1.2.2 Thesis induction 
This research has been conducted under supervision of the innovation manager at Ecofys, 

John Baken. Ecofys' interest in this research is mainly based on scanning the product and 

market innovation possibilities in sustainable energy systems. The theoretical approach in 

this research can be used for new business development. Subsequently there is a demand in 

the organization for new solutions in product ownership organization. One of the restraints 

in adaptation by the market of sustainable energy systems is its low rate of return on 

investments; breakeven points are often reached after periods of over a decade. At Ecofys 

there is a belief that a change in ownership constructions can improve the market adaptation 

of sustainable energy systems. 

Finally Ecofys and its sister organization Evelop have commercial goals. If this thesis research 

can increase customer awareness and contribute to a new unique selling proposition to 

customers, this can lead to an increase in demand for their products. As a result Ecofys as well 

as Evelop can keep performing in the highest ranks among their competitors. 

1.3 Research problem 
In this paragraph the evolution of the research problem will be described and the research 

problem of this final thesis will be presented. 

1.3.1 Initial research problem 
In the Netherlands, there is a growing understanding for the need of a stronger market 

pull related to sustainable energy systems. Nowadays there is a strong focus on technology 

push, with fairly little respect for customer demands. Research by TNO (2007) describes 

the underdeveloped demand for sustainable energy systems, and states: sustainable energy 

demands not only innovation in energy systems, it also demands renewal of financial and 

organizational structures. There are economic chances in energy transition, but there is 

inadequate knowledge of the economic value of energy that is saved by the energy transition 

(TNO 2007). 

The initial problem this thesis focused on was the appearing undervaluation of sustainable 

energy systems in comparison to conventional energy systems. By analyzing the value 

presented by sustainability this undervaluation would be addressed. Initially the goal of this 

thesis was to analyze the creation and capturing of value generated by sustainability. 

1.3.2 Initial research problem evaluation 
This initial research problem has been discussed at several occasions; one of the problems 

that emerged from these discussions was the unspecific approach towards the value of the 

systems. When researching value the diffused view on value made the discussion about value 

of an energy system unclear. Increasing the demand-pull for sustainable solutions has become 

the main drive of this research. Therefore the problem definition of this research has shifted 

towards the customer. 

1.3.3 Postulate 
It is possible to develop market conform sustainable housing projects. Despite the desirability 

of this development there is insufficient customer demand due to insufficient strategic market 

approach. 



Based on this postulate research has been conducted with a strong focus on increasing the 

customer 'pull'. Better knowledge of the value that a sustainable energy system presents to 

homeowners will enable companies to present more dedicated value offerings to customers, 

based on a more strategic customer approach. This will increase the demand for sustainable 

energy systems. In a reaction to this more suppliers will produce more systems to meet demand, 

which will lead to an increase in sustainable energy applications. 

1.4 Research objective 
In the initiation stage of this thesis the research objective was divided into two parts: 

Objective one was to identify the benefits that sustainable energy systems present in housing 

developments, by making an analysis of the created value. 

Objective two was to make recommendations for optimizing value capture tools to distribute 

the created benefits to dwellers, by making an assessment on a sustainable development 

projects. 

The analysis of created value by sustainable energy systems and how to distribute this value 

among key actors has been the subject in the first months of this thesis research. This has 

provided insights in market forces and customer behaviour, which influenced the research 

objective. 

1.4.1 Research objective verification 
The Econcern innovation strategy describes a clear goal concerning innovation in the built 

environment: Positive Energy Buildings. Based on a system approach Econcern will develop 

buildings that produce energy. The objective of this innovation program is to develop several 

technically and economically feasible building concepts that result in energy producing 

buildings. (Econcern 2007) This thesis research will contribute to economic feasible concepts. 

During the period of research problem verification the focus of the research has shifted 

towards the customer and the functionalities needed to present value to the customer. 

1.4.2 Objective 
The objective of this research project is to make recommendations for improvement on the 

application of sustainable energy systems in new housing development projects, by making 

an analysis of the economic and functional customer housing demands. 

1.5 Research questions 
In order to research the elements as presented in the research framework, several research 

questions are used. 

What changes in current housing development practice need to be made to improve the 

market position of sustainable energy systems? 

The first central research question is formulated to determine the possible improvements in 

market position of sustainable energy systems. Therefore it analyses the economic theory on 



supply and demand as well as on value and value presented to customers. This thesis builds 

on the economic theory that improvement of market position can be achieved by providing a 

better customer value proposition. 

1.5.1 Research question one: 

This research question aims at frnding an economic-theoretic basis for the research. The 

analysis of economic theory can present renewed insight in the housing industry and the 

housing ownership in the broadest sense of the word. The frrst question is: 

What elements influence the customer valuation of a product or service? 

This research question is addresses with sub questions such as: 

Why is value created and value captured? 

How is customer value created? 

What factors determine customer valuation? 

1.5.2 Research question two: 

This research question aims at disentangling the concept of housing and energy systems 

in housing. What are the functionalities needed and how can sustainable energy systems 

perform the demanded tasks most appropriately? 

What functionalities are needed in housing? 

To perform research on this question, sub questions have been stated such as: 

Why do people live in houses? 

What characteristics are valued in housing appraisals? 

What functionalities of energy systems are needed in the built environment? 

How can sustainability be valued in this context? 

1.5.3 Research question three: 

After the analysis of these two research questions, this question aims at analyzing the frndings 

of the frrst two questions and comparing the frndings that have been made. 

What discrepancy is there in customer demand and functionality provided in housing? 

The third part, chapter four, analysis the customer demands and the system performance, in 

order to present a solid basis for recommendations on the analogies. 



Theory on value 
creation 

Energy systems 
criteria 

Research framework 

Figure 4 I research framework shows the layout of this research. The research has been 

divided into three stages; first there are two parts that generate input for the consecutive 

stages. Chapter two focuses on the analysis of the economic customer remands, chapter three 

focuses on the analysis the needed functionalities in housing. The second stage presents the 

findings from these analysis, by making use an analysis tool by Derek Abell (1981), this is 

presented in chapter four and five. Finally conclusions and recommendations for improvement 

on the application of sustainable energy systems in housing developments are presented. 









Economic customer demands 

This chapter presents the findings of the first part of the research framework, the analysis of 

customer valuation, value creation and value capturing. This analysis entangles the customer 

demands on value propositions in the market, based on a theoretic review of the subject. 

2.1 Customer value and consumer surplus 
The most important element in markets is the presence of customer demand. When there is 

a lack of demand for a product, it specifications can be outstanding, its pricing well thought 

of, but all this is useless when there is no customer for it. This paragraph presents a review 

on: What do customers value? This part of this final thesis research project focuses on the sum 

of assets, tangible and intangible, perceived and received, that presents the total value to a 

consumer. That value determines if the customer is willing to pay for a product, which in turn 

determines if there is a demand for your product. 

2.1.1 Defining customer Value 
The term customer value is used when referring to many different meanings, in this research 

the focus is on value for the customer (customer perceived value and customer received value). 

Before presenting a definition it is interesting to define the scope of the subject. 

Woodruff defines customer value as: 'a customer's perceived preference for, and evaluation 

of, those product attributes, attribute performances, and consequences arising from use that 

facilitates (or blocks), achieving the customer's goals and purposes in use situations' (1997, 

p. 141). 

Zeithaml (1988) focuses on the received benefits that result in a customer attitude: 'Customer 

value is what customers get (benefits, quality, worth, utility) from the purchase and use of a 

product versus what they pay (price, costs, and sacrifices), resulting in an attitude toward a 

product or service.' 

For this research a definition of the term customer value has been constructed: 'Customer 

value is the sum of perceived and received benefits from the purchase and use of a product 

or service.' 

2.1.2 Consumer behaviour 
The positive difference in customer value and transaction price is referred to as consumer 

surplus, this is presented in Figure 5 I customer value. Consumer surplus is a virtual measure 

which needs to be: 0 or >0 in order for consumers to become customers. The value a product 

or service presents to a customer needs to be equal to or larger than the transaction price 

demanded by a producer. The size of this surplus is an indicator for the demand. A large 

consumer surplus will attract more customers to a value proposition. 

Consumers base their decision to buy a product or service on the perceived value and the 

received value generated by the product, in relation to the transaction price demanded for 

the product. It concerns the trade-off between benefits and sacrifices resulting from using 

a particular service or product (Germans 2003). In this process the consumer evaluates a 



purchase depicted by the following steps (Engel, Blackwell et al. 1995): 

Need recognition - realization of the difference between desired situation and the current 

situation that serves as a trigger for the entire consumption process. 

1. Search for information - search for data relevant for the purchasing decision, both from 

internal sources (one's memory) and/or external sources. 

2. Pre-purchase alternative evaluation - assessment of available choices that can fulfil the 

realised need by evaluating benefits they may deliver and reduction of the number of options 

to the one (or several) preferred. 

3. Purchase - acquirement of the chosen option of product or service. 

4. Consumption - utilization of the procured option. 

5. Post-purchase alternative re-evaluation - assessment of whether or not and to what degree 

the consumption of the alternative produced satisfaction. 

6. Divestment - disposal of the unconsumed product or its remnants. 

In this process, steps one to three can be seen as pre-purchase evaluations; they determine 

the perception of the value generated by an alternative, its demanded usefulness, prior to a 

purchase. The latter three steps are related to the post-purchase evaluation and are related 

to the received value, quality, during the lifetime of the product. This difference will be further 

explained in the next paragraphs. 

2.1.3 Customer perceived value, usefulness 
Products are bought by customers, due to a decision based on the perception of different 

types of value. Before customers buy a product, they evaluate the value proposition; this 

evaluation is ca lied the customer perceived value. Sheth, Newman, and Gross (1 991 ) describe 

five types of value that drive consumer choice: functional value, social value, emotional value, 

epistemic value (relating to knowledge), and conditional value as presented in Figure 6 I five 

forces influencing customer choice. (Sheth et. al. 1 991 ). 

Functional value represents the perceived utility or physical purposes of a product. Social 



value represents image and symbolism in association or disassociation with demographic, 

socioeconomic, and cultural-ethnic referent groups. Emotional value represents the perceived 

utility acquired by an alternative as a result of its ability to arouse or perpetuate feelings or 

affective states, such as comfort, security, excitement, romance, passion, fear, or guilt. Epistemic 

value is the perceived utility resulting from an alternative's ability to arouse curiosity, provide 

novelty, or satisfy desire for knowledge. Finally, conditional value is the perceived utility 

acquired by an alternative as a result of the specific situation or the physical or social context 

faced by the decision maker. 

The decision of a consumer to purchase a product does not have to be based on a positive 

influence of all five values (Sheth, Newman and Gross 1991). Some purchases are based 

on a strong drive by one specific value, for example: buying a rose for your girlfriend; she 

will admire the rose; emotional value. There can be situations where all five consumption 

values contribute positively to a choice. In a homeowner consumption situation, the purchase 

of a home might provide functional value (the home contains more space than the present 

apartment), social value (friends are buying homes), emotional value (the consumer feels 

secure owning a home), epistemic value (the novelty of purchasing a home is enjoyable, and 

conditional value (starting a family). 



The sum of these values is called usefulness, a product's usefulness is often presumed to be 

the primary driver of consumer choice, and is related to both tangible as well as intangible 

assets, which a product possesses. The tangible assets can be seen as the perceived products 

ability to perform, reliability, durability and costs of operation. The intangible assets refer 

to social, emotional and epistemic values and are also increasing the value presented to a 

customer. 

In order to avoid confusion the following defrnition has been constructed: 'Usefulness is the 

perceived ability of a product or service to generate benefrts to consumers, prior to a 

purchase: 

An increase in usefulness of a product will translate in an increased consumer surplus, a better 

offer to the customer. In Figure 7 I price quality usefulness function, increase in usefulness is 

presented. The value perception related to usefulness can be generated without the product 

or service being bought or used, while satisfaction depends on experience of having used the 

product or service (Sweeney, Soutar 2001 and is related to quality. It would be expected that 

if a consumer perceives a product to have a high value, he or she would be more willing to 

buy the product, be more willing to recommend the product and expect fewer problems with 

the product, but the latter two activities are related to a post-purchase evaluation, which will 

be discussed in the next paragraph on customer perceived value. 

2.1.4 Customer received value, quality 
Received value is related to satisfaction, an element of the post-purchase evaluation of 

a customer. A post-purchase evaluation is the evaluation of the product when owned and 

represents its capability to satisfy the customers' needs. 

This fulfrlment of requirements is based on frve areas that are assessed by customers when 

evaluating the received benefrts from a product or service. When experiencing a positive 

performance on these frve areas; tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance and empathy, 

customers are satisfred and therefore continue to use the product or service. An overview is 

presented in Figure 8 I frve areas of customer service, (Berry et. al.) 

• 



For the purpose of this research the following definition has been constructed: 'Quality is the 

received ability to satisfy customer demands, during the lifetime of a product or service.' 

Satisfaction 
Perceived value has been widely discussed at a generic level (e.g., providing value), and 

can easily be confused with satisfaction (e.g., meeting customers' needs) (Zeithaml 1988). 

However these constructs are distinct. While perceived value occurs at various stages of 

the purchase process, including the pre-purchase stage (Woodruff, 1997), satisfaction is 

universally agreed to be a post-purchase and post-use evaluation. Satisfaction is the result of 

a post-purchase evaluation of a chosen alternative to meet or exceeded expectations of the 

customer (Mont Plepys 2003). When evaluating satisfaction with a product; customers usually 

assess tangible features of the product, intangible assets; though observable are far more 

difficult to assess. 

Quality 
The second element in the evaluation of a product or service that contributes to the 

perceived benefits is quality, the fitness for purpose or: "Degree to which a set of inherent 

characteristic fulfils requirements" (ISO 9000: 2005). Berry, Parasuraman and Zeithaml 

(1988), describe quality as: 'Conformance to customer specifications'; it is the customer's 



definition of specifications that counts. Customers evaluate quality by mentally comparing 

their perceptions of the delivered quality with their expectations; this will be referred to as 

fulfilment of requirements. Figure 9 I price Quality usefulness function represents an increase 

along the quality axis. 

Time 
In relation to the customer service, Hakserver et al. (2004) present a different measurement 

on received value: time. This component is based on three sub dimensions: (1) speed of access 

to benefits; (2) time savings provided; (3) extension of time horizon over which benefits 

continue. This determines when and how long a customer can benefit from the purchased 

goods. Given the nature of received value, the element of time is essential in this function. 

Please note that this evaluation of received benefits is different in approach compared to the 

'responsiveness' area by Berry et. al. (1985), Hakserver extends the speed of access to the 

service with the length of and gains by use of a product. 

Customer retention 

After use of a product or service, people evaluate the experience on three aspects: has the 

product performed as perceived at purchase, quality, has the experience been satisfying and 

has it brought me de advantages over a certain period of time. When these three elements 

are assessed and evaluated positively, the customer is satisfied and likely to retain with the 

supplier of the product. 

Customer retention has far reaching positive effects on the companies that can provide this 

satisfaction. Reichheld and Sasser (1990) indicate the importance of retaining customers for 

companies. Their research presents findings that customer retention, limits the energy spent 

by companies to attract companies and enables companies to serve their customers more 

efficiently. Retaining just 5% of a company's customers can result in a profit boost by almost 

100%. 



Satisfaction, quality and fulfilment of requirements over time, is used in this research to 

represent the Quality in the Price, Quality and Usefulness function. Increased quality can also 

provide new value propositions, increase in consumer surplus as well as bring new opportunities 

to companies. A customer receives more value during the lifetime of the product or service 

and that less value is destructed, this will be discussed in paragraph 2.2.5 Value destructed. 

2.1.5 Price 
What is the relation of price to value? Price as mentioned in this research relates to the 

transaction price, demanded by the end-supplier for a product or service. The following 

definition is used: 'Price is the amovnt of money paid per vnit for a good or service.' (Black 

2002) 

This price, quality and usefulness function represents the ability of a product or service to 

generate value to a customer. In example if the price (P) increases, the slope of the graph is 

steeper (13). and the value to customer is smaller. A flatter slope means a better proposition to 

the customer (a). With usefulness and quality unchanged, the value for money for the consumer 

is larger, this means that customer value is larger and more customers will be attracted to this 

proposition. 

If there is an increase in quality and usefulness of a product or service, there will be more 

willingness on behalf of the customers to give up money (pay a higher price) to achieve this 

level of utility and quality. This is the playing field of usefulness to customer and quality to 

customer define the market place for new products and services; a market place where value 

should be created and distributed towards customers and producers. The next paragraph will 

describe this interaction between offering value to the market and reaping the benefits from 

this action. 



2.1.6 Note on imperfections 
When performing this thesis research the imperfect market conditions in the housing industry 

and difficulties resulting from product involvement have been taken in consideration. The 

housing industry is not based on a linear customer-supplier relation. It is a complex organisation 

of developers, contractors, housing agencies, etc. that decreases the transparency of value 

offerings. Furthermore buying a house is a high involvement activity, which implies that the 

value perception and evaluation of a product is different from every day shopping. (Customers 

approach the acquiring of a house different from the acquire of bread for instance.) This 

thesis acknowledges these imperfections, but for the means of this research the study of the 

mechanisms in customer behaviour and market functions is conducted to gain insight in the 

subject; not to oversimplify the difficulties of the subject. 

2.2 Value creation, value capture 
It is interesting to review the drive producers have to generate value for customers in order 

to increase the demand for the products they produce. Who generates value, and why? This 

process of generating value is called value creation. The activities undertaken to achieve 

an increase in usefulness and quality are referred to as value creation activities. Activities 

designed to derive revenues form these value creation activities is called value capture 

activities. 

2.2.1 The value creation and capturing process 
Creating value may require new production techniques, product development, service, market 

analysis and selling skills (Parcell, Brees, Giddens, 2004). This is often achieved by means of 

innovation. As the model (Figure 11 I VC2 framework,(Subramanian, Verdin, 2004) explains 

going from the bottom left quadrant; by means of innovation, the value (V) a product or 

service contains presented to the customer is larger than the costs (C) to produce the product; 

value is created. The transaction price (P) maintains at the same level; due to insufficient 

value capture tools the producer has. This is a nightmare situation to the producer who cannot 

benefit from the created value (P = C while V»C)' 
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When implementing a new business model, the producer of the product can capture the 

generated value and move to the upper right quadrant, heaven, where value created is 

larger than costs to produce a product (V > > C) and the transaction price is larger than the 

production costs (P » C). Goal to al companies is to stay in the upper right quadrant where 

created value is distributed between producer and customer.2 

This model is based on a firm centric view that takes created value from the customer and 

brings it to the producer. It is interesting to make a note on this conflicting situation; there is 

always a conflicting interest in value creation and value capturing in this view. This conflict is an 

essential element in the possibility for other companies to present different propositions that 

keep competition possible. In the chapter 2.3 on value capture this mechanism will be further 

explored. For more a more detailed review on creating value for different stakeholders, 

please view APPENDIX A 

2.2.2 Need for value creation 
There is a constant need for value creation in the market, in order for products to maintain 

up to date. New product development research, for example, finds that products offering 

superior customer value are more successful than those that offer limited value or offer 

value already provided by other products (Cooper 2001). And as Leeber explains (2003), 
interesting products present a new functionality or a substantial positive economic contribution 

to the consumer. This contributes to the consumer perceived value as discussed in paragraph 

2.1.2 and increases the consumer surplus. 

To companies strategic innovation is the determined path in continuous value creation 

(Vanhaverbeke 2003). To maintain a competitive firm in a growing worldwide playing field, 

creating values to consumers is of growing importance. Companies that innovate strategically 

do not try to stay ahead of competition, but change the competition (Vanhaverbeke 2003), 
the rules of the game. Due to continuous innovation in customer perceived value, companies 

can achieve prosperity. 

2.2.3 The process of value capture 
People will create more value if they can capture more of the value they create. Geoffrey 

Grant 

Value capture has the largest negative impact on the presented customer value, but is 

inevitable. Creating value, without means or tools of value capture is meaningless; this is the 

complementary function of creating value and value capture. In example, Shown Fanning, 

the inventor of Napster, the first peer-to-peer network for music shoring on the internet, 

generated on immense value for its customers. Without payment of any sort, people could 

listen and gather music on their computers. Yet, he could not capture any of this value for his 

company, on top of that Napster made it increasingly difficult for any player in the industry 

to capture the unleashed value till today (Germany, Muralidharan, 2001). Stakeholders, 

who toke a financial burden on a product or service, should be reworded for this action. 

Companies that invest resources in innovation to present new value to customers should be 

able to benefit from these actions by higher revenues, without such a mechanism there will be 

no drive for companies to innovate. 

2. Note that market conditions enable an even distribution between producer and consumer. 
Innovators with smart business models will capture more of the value created; competition will 
diminish the possibilities of firms to capture value. 



As research by Germany and Muralidharan (2001) states the process of value capture from 

a company's viewpoint is divided into three subsequent phases: 

1. Proving the feasibility and value of the innovation; 

2. Defining the rules of the game; 

3. Developing a long-term strategy on industry evolution. 

These are essential actions for a company to reap benefits from innovative actions. 

The leading position of each company in a sector is based on the company's business model. 

This model describes, like a system with different components, on which profitable basis a 

company can position itself in a sector. (Vanhaverbeke 2003) This business model can be seen 

as a value capture tool, it is a representation of the process that a company uses to capture 

value. The possible disruptive power an innovation possesses can only be manifested when 

linked to a smart business model. 

After introduction of an innovative product and after product demand is established, stable 

and potentially higher prices with limited competition may result (Parcell, Brees, Giddens, 

2004). With an innovative product, value is created for customers, but the tool to capture this 

value may still be unavailable. When a single company designs a value capture tool, value 

captured by this company will be large; hence added value received by a customer may be 

small, as depicted in the Figure 12 I producer surplus. Market forces such as competition will 

correct this; when other companies start duplicating the value capture tool in order to reap 

benefits. This competition will lower prices for customers. 



Continuous innovation 

2.2.4 Competition 

Capturing added value is often highly competitive (Parcell, Brees, Giddens, 2004). Competition 

from competitors willing to integrate in the value chain can lead to increased price competition. 

This will diminish the possibilities for value capture and diminishes the negative impact of 

value capture on customers. 

Innovation can lead to renewed value proposals that increase the added value and the 

possibilities to renewed value capture. It is important that changing the scope of the organization 

not only affects the extent to which it can capture the fruits of its innovative labour; but it also 

affects the extent to which it can be innovative in the future (Jacobides et al. 2006). New 

competitors will lower the possibilities for one company to capture value, traditional reactions 

like fending of imitators are not the only solution to cope with lowered benefits. Companies 

need to search for new benefits, create new innovative products and services and presenting 

new value to customers. This continuous up cycle loop brings prosperity and wealth to both 

customers and companies displayed in Figure' 3 I up-cycle loop. 

A note on operational excellence 

Creating shareholder value, or value that is captured by the firm, is also possible by lowering 

the costs of producing a good or service. This process is called operational excellence. The 

focus on operational excellence is typical for the process after the initial period of innovation 

and value capturing has occurred and is a characteristic of growing competition in mature 

markets; where new entries to the market make it increasingly difficult to generate sufficient 

shareholder value. 



Companies with a strong focus on operational excellence are still able to generate profit 

in tight markets. As displayed in: Figure 14 I operational excellence. This research focuses 

on the continuous up-cycle loop of innovation and value creation, where both consumer and 

producer generate a surplus, higher than currently available, by matter of innovation. 

2.2.5 Value destructed 
When discussing value creation it is important to make a note on value destruction. Often 

creating value for one stakeholder leads to destruction of value for other stakeholders. When 

maximizing the value presented to customers, a company can demand prices that ore below 

the costs to produce the products. This will lead to a fast cash flow; more customers will buy 

the product, but selling below cost price can damage the performance of the company on the 

longer term. Shareholder value is destructed. 

This can also occur over the life span of the product. When optimizing the perceived value to 

a customer, but not adding quality, companies will be faced by angry customer complaints. 

The process of handling these complaints, as well as the negative impact on the company's 

brand represents destroyed value to a company. This negative impact presents no gain for 

the customers. Though there is less value captured by the company, the costs of producing 

and servicing a product increase which will be translated in higher transaction prices. Value 

destruction needs to be avoided in order to gain value for both producers and consumers. 

2.3 Value construction 
The balancing between value creation and value capture has been addressed based on several 

viewpoints. The notice that customer involvement in order to improve customer satisfaction 

and thereby market share is an element in several researches such as: Gronroos (2000), 

Prahalad, Ramaswamy (2004) and Germans (2003). This chapter discusses the possibilities 

of value construction as a tool to improve systems acceptance with customers. Life-cycle value 

evaluation is an element of the value construction process, for a review on life-cycle value and 

total costs of ownership APPENDIX B provides more detailed information. 

2.3.1 Customer co-creation 
Research conducted by Prahalad and Ramaswamy (2004) makes a note on this Value creating 

value capture function and the current market approach, and stresses; that simple product and 

firm-centric view on value creation is no longer sufficient. In the current market place, value 

is created by customer experience. The product, the presentation and the association with 

both product and transaction define the created value. In the traditional system; consumers 

are viewed as 'tor gets' for the firm's 'offerings', value creation and capturing where both the 

role of the companies. Nowadays this is a game in which both customer and company need 

to participate. Though this research is based on a marketing approach of the market place, 

this observation is valuable for every producer consumer relationship. 

In business to business research on service marketing customer co-creation has been 

emphasized, services are produced in on-going interactive processes between the seller and 

the buyer (Gronroos 2000). There is a growing acceptance and understanding for de need 

of tailor made supplier-customer approaches in product and service production. This focus on 

the personalized customer experience defines a new market place. The improved availability 



of information to customers, perhaps even an overkill of information demands for a strong 

co-creative process of presenting new product and technologies to a customer. 

2.3.2 Optimal value 

In order to gain market share, value should be presented to the customer. In order to have a 

prosperous company value should be captured by the company. This can be achieved at the 

optimal value point that represents an even distribution of value between customer and 

company. Increasing the benefits for one of the parties directly result in lower benefits to the 

other party (Germans 2003). This is depicted in Figure 15 I balance on point of optimal 

value. 

2.3.3 Benefits of value construction 
Value construction aims at positioning a firm continuously in the upper right quadrant of 

the VC2 matrix, Figure 1 1 I VC2 framework,(Subramanian, Verdin, 2004). Germans (2003) 

introduces the term optimal value as the point on the creation-capture balance, where the 

additional costs for the end-supplier equals consumer surplus. The notion of this concept 

leads to a new market approach, in which companies invest in presenting maximal value to 

customers and customers on their behalf accept prosperity of the company; a mutual aim for 

assessing value creating in a continuous way. 

2.4 Conclusions 
In order for customers to purchase a product or service, the perceived value needs to be larger 

than the demanded transaction price. If the difference in perceived value and transaction 

price increases, more customers will be attracted to the value proposition. The value that a 

product or service possesses is evaluated by customers in the pre-purchase as well as in the 

post-purchase phase. The elements that contribute to the value perception are different on 

both evaluation moments. Pre-purchase evaluations are largely based on expected benefits, 

described in this thesis as the usefulness of a product or service. Post-purchase evaluations 

are based on performance indicators and perception of quality during the use and lifetime 

of a product or service. As the usefulness and quality of a product increase, the price that 

customers are willing to pay will increase. 

The different stages of product value evaluation and the price-quality-usefulness function 

are essential mechanisms to recognize when delivering goods or services to customers. When 



presenting an offer in the marketplace, the customers' characteristics need to be specified in 

order to present a product or service that suites the customer's eva luation cha racteristics. 

To present new value propositions to the marketplace, companies can use innovation. This 

process of increasing customer value is called value creation. Value creation is necessary to 

attract new customers to products and services in an open market. Value capture is necessary 

for innovators to generate income that they can reinvest in innovation. In order to capture value 

companies have to develop smart business models. This process of creating and capturing 

value generates a continuous up-cycle loop; it increases prosperity. Market forces, such as 

competition, will limit the amount of value captured by companies. 

To continuously capture value and at the same time increase value presented to customers, 

concepts such as value co-creation and value construction are explored. Value co-creation 

aims at tailor made value experiences by customers, this creation of experience should 

extend over the product's life cycle and aims at creating a continuous win-win situation over 

the product's life cycle, a sustainable value construction approach. The process of value 

construction is a dialogue in which customer and company both benefit from created value. The 

aim is maintaining value creation and value capture at a point of optimal value, where both 

customer and company benefit equally from the products and services that are exchanged. 

This optimal value concept leads to mutually beneficial cooperation and sustainable value 

creation. 







The house and its systems 
The next part of this research will present an analysis of the sustainable energy system in 

housing projects. The goal of this chapter is to present a theoretic framework for this thesis's 

focus on sustainable energy systems. First a review on sustainability is presented. 

3.1 Sustainability 
The frightening state of our earth is reason for serious concern amongst government leaders 

and researchers. This thesis refers to a quote by Daniel C. Esty on the need for sustainable 

solutions: 

We now know that humans ~ overwhelm the capacity of nature to absorb pollutants or to 

provide the essential "ecosystem services" we need, such as fresh water, breathable air, a 

stable climate, and productive land. 

The houses built today are the habitats of tomorrow; sustainability needs to be an important 

element in the design of the houses and its systems today because of its performance over 

lifetime. 

3.1.1 Importance 
Carbon dioxide is an example of the pollutants as described by Esty that causes changes in 

our environment. Therefore the community of international government leaders has set targets 

to limit the emission of these polluting greenhouse gasses. The energy supply of the built 

environment is conventionally based on the use of fossil fuel sources, the burning of fossil fuel 

releases carbon dioxide in the air. Governments have a strong focus on diminishing the energy 

use and increasing the use of sustainable energy sources in the built environment. 

The Dutch performance on sustainability issues, such as C02 emissions and transition to 

sustainable energy sources, is lagging behind compared to other Western European countries. 

As reported in the NRC (2008), a recent research by Daniel Esty shows, the Dutch score a 

55 th place on the environment index, only Belgium scored worse of the Western European 

countries3• On European sustainable energy performance standards, the Netherlands score 

among the lowest ranks in Europe, a lot needs to be done in order to accomplish the European 

set goals for sustainable energy (NRC 2008a). 

3.1.2 Definition 
The focus of this research is on the adaptation of sustainable energy systems in housing projects. 

The term sustainability is used in many sectors and in countless situations. This paragraph 

describes the nature and definition of sustainability as used in this work. The most complete 

definition is that as presented in the Brundtland report, which represents the outcome of a 

four years study by the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED 1987), 

led by former Prime Minister of Norway, Gro Harlem Brundtland: 

"Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising 
the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" 

3. To view the complete list and the methodology of the research, please visit www.epi.yale. 

edu/home 



Followed by a description of the activities needed to achieve this: 

•... a process of change in which the exploitation of resources, the direction of investments, the 
orientation of technological development and institutional changes are made consistent with 
future as well as present needs'. 

3.1.3 Important notices 

Sustainable development encompasses several important elements, which this research builds 

on: the focus on the process of change, the direction of investments and the orientation of 

technological development. This research builds on the concept of the so-called triple bottom 

line, which balances economic, social and environmental goals. As described by Campbell 

(1996) the model is based on equity, economy and ecology4. 

4. The concept of Sustainability is inscribed within a triangle of competing interests. In this 

construction, the concept is necessarily discursive and democratic. The development conflict sets 

those with an interest in protecting the environment against those with an interest in distributing 

available resources. The property conflict set those who control the means of production against 

those with an interest in distributive justice. The resource conflict sets those with an interest in 

economic development against those with an interest in resource conservation. The sustainable 

city is one that negotiates and balances conflict and each set of competing interests. 



It is important to acknowledge the needs of the present generations, as well as the needs 

of future generations. Gilbert Glaser, the senior advisor to the International Council for 

Science described it as follows: 'Sustainable development is a moving target. It represents 

the continuous effort to balance and integrate the three pillars of social well-being, economic 

prosperity and environmental protection for the benefit of present and future generations.' As 

Michael Braungart, eco-design guru, explained on a conference in Maostricht5, 'it is important 

to remember that there is always tomorrow' when dealing with future challenges acceptance 

that change cannot be achiever overnight is needed. The goal is to make a 'change in the 

way we make things'. This thesis work does not attempt to present the ultimate environmental 

solution, sustainable concepts as presented are a road towards a sustainable future. To be 

sustainable, is to design solutions that present value to current and future generations that 

do not consume resources that are not renewable. If, with no other available solution non

renewables are used, this should to be done with utmost caution. 

Interesting is the notice that sustainable product development is not only an activity with an 

outward focus, research by e.g. Zimmerman and Martin (2001) or LUtzendorf and Lorentz 

(2005) has shown that there is a substantial inward result. Sustainable buildings have a 

positive influence on the occupants' performance and health. In office situations this leads 

to higher productivity per employee, in housing this means people are healthier and more 

comfortable in their homes. The choice for sustainable buildings is not only a decision we make 

for future generations, the positive effects are present today. 

5. Let's cradle conference in the MECC Maastricht, November 2 and 3 2007, attended on 

behalf of Ecofys. For more reading the book; 'Cradle 2 Cradle, remaking the way we make 

things', McDonough W., Braungart M ., 2006. is suggested. 



3.2 The essence of housing 
In order to determine the needs of people in housing projects, this thesis focuses on the essence 

of housing. What are the basic demands for people to be comfortable? This question has been 

the subject of discussion in the building industry and architecture since Vitruvius, 85 - 20 Be. The 

purpose of this research is neither to change the view on this subject nor to discuss the validity 

of the discussion on this topic. Furthermore this research does not discuss the functionality of 

the house in the community or village. This research aims at disentangling the current building 

industry practice in terms of functionality provided by the house to the resident at the level of 

the house. This thesis is occupied with the space and comfort that is provided to residents in the 

building envelope and the functions needed to provide this space and comfort. 

3.2.1 The house 
The primitive man used caves as their homes; the cave provided shelter from wind and rain 

and kept the heat from the fire inside. The entrance to the cave was easy to defend against 

enemies and could be closed to keep wild animals out, a practice still used to today in hostile 

environments in Africa. Shortly after men moved from the cave, another example can be 

described, the primitive hut; also a shell that kept the weather elements out and the heat of a 

fire in. These two examples typify the basic human needs in a house; defence from the hostile 

outside world and comfort as depicted in Figure 17 I frontispiece to Laugier's essay on the 

primitive hut (1753). 

This research defines three separate functions of the house that are related to the energy 

systems and energy performance of the house, based on research by Leupen, Semper and 

Loos, as described in Leupen (2002). The first two functions or basic elements are defined by the 

19th century German architect Gottfried Semper; he defines amongst others, the herd (stove) 

and umfrindung (shell).6 The 20th century Austrian architect Adolf Loos adds another layer that 

of bekleidung (upholstery); needed to define the role of the architect to design for comfort. 

This research uses the following subdivision in housing functions, due to their contribution to the 

habitant's comfort: 

Shell 

The buildings' skin designed to keep the hostile outside world out and present a fa~ade for 

the building, designed to keep weather elements out, the umfrindung by Semper. The shell as 

referred to in this thesis is the combination of elements in a building, separating the interior 

from the exterior. 

Comfort issuing systems 
The house's upholstery designed to bring comfort to the dweller, e.g. warmth or power; based 

on the supportive elements by Leupen and the bekleidung by Loos. The term comfort issuing 

system as presented in this thesis is the combination of elements that distribute and issue 

energy from the energy source to the living area of the residents of a house. 

Energy sources 
Energy sources are the system elemetns that can provide energy to a house, energy needed 

to power appliances or to heat rooms similar to the herd from Semper's work. Energy sources 

as defined in this thesis research are the system elements that transform unprocessed energy 

to the energy as applicable by the end user. (In PV systems: energy from photons to electrical 

energy.) 

6. The other two are erdaufwurf (basal area) and dach (roof). 



These three functions are designed to, keep the warmth in (shell), bring warmth, water and 

energy to different rooms (comfort issuing system), and to provide the energy needed (energy 

sources). This research focuses on the disentanglement of the shell, comfort issuing system 

and energy sources, creating a different approach towards the functional layers is in terms 

of ownership and customer satisfaction, which finds its basis on an economic level and has 

consequences for the design, but not for the use of the space. 

Every home needs these three layers to provide shelter and comfort to the occupants. 

Architecture researchers and some architects use this knowledge of layers in their work to 

analyze or create flexibility, more often these layers are not consciously used in design and 

several layers are interwoven. Building practice contributes to this interwoven structure, by 

integrating a growing number of supportive elements in the structure and the skin of the 

house. This integration diminishes the possibility to change elements in the house; it diminishes 

flexibility. To change houses which have an interwoven structure is resource consuming, in time, 

workload and money. This limits house owners to improve their house and change it according 

to their changed demands or keep it technically up to date. 

3.2.2 Lifetime approach 
The regulated minimal lifetime of contemporary houses is 50 years (NEN 6702, 2001). This 

makes it impossible to determine how the world will change over this period. Therefore the 

future of the house is uncertain; such an uncertain future can best be met with flexibility and 

changeability (Leupen 2002). For the designer of the house it is important that the house can 

provide shelter over the course of its lifetime, the capacity to change determines the capacity 

to perform according to unknown demands. 

In architecture this flexibility can be found in many designs. Since the beginning of the 

20,h century architects have been experimenting with free and changing designs of space. 

Interesting examples are Corbusier's plan libre or the changing use of space designed by 

Gerrit Rietveld in the Rietveld-Schoder house. These designs aim at the changing use of the 

house, and have contributed to the definition of the house, by disentangling the characteristics 

of the house as presented in Figure 18 I elements of the house. In production, materials used 

and expected technical and economical lifetime. But the elements that contribute to the house 

have different characteristics than the sum of these elements. 

Shell 
The shell has the longest lifetime, designed for a lifetime of at least 50 years, the use of the 

shell often exceeds this period, think of the magnificent estates at the Amsterdam canals, 

which are often more than three centuries old. This shell is designed to fulfil its function over a 

long period of time and when built properly it ages with beauty; good construction quality is 

needed. The quality of the separate elements need to fulfil the demanded protective function 

for at least 50 years, this demands proper building methods and building elements. 

Comfort issuing systems 
The comfort issuing systems has a shorter lifespan; it needs to be able change, due to changes 

in functionality needed, social changes or changes in trends. Take the introduction and growth 

of the internet for example, 10 years ago the number of internet connections was limited, 

in the meanwhile numerous households have put in extra telephone lines, cable, UTP wirings 



Infrastructure 

and are currently replacing these for wireless solutions; this is an example of rapid change 

which is hard to predict and therefore needs to be met with flexibility and changeability. 

For elements that are more difficult to change and replace, an approach that focuses on 

the adaptation to new techniques is possible. For example warmth distribution in the house, 

current high temperature systems are suited to fossil energy sources. This limits the possibility 

to use the comfort issuing system for application to other energy sources. Low temperature 

systems can adapt to a wider range of sources, and thereby present more flexibility. 

Energy sources 

Energy sources represent different sources and different types of distribution networks. 

Changes in energy supply and energy production, demand a new approach to these systems 

in housing. Currently the introduction of the smart meter is a new step in the change of the 

power supply. This smart meter increases the market function in the energy market (EZ 2005) 

and enables companies to monitor their energy supply, but it also enables households to 

deliver power to the grid. This can have far-reaching consequences for the energy market. 

One of the most important features is that it improves the possibilities for decentralized 

energy production, which will play an important role in the energy supply of the future. The 

next chapters will address the energy systems and its criteria. 

3.2.3 Housing appropriation 
This paragraph presents the elements that are important in housing valuation and 

appropriation. Buying a house is a very significant activity in people's life. Purchase decisions 

made in housing are difficult to compare to other consumer goods. The market environment 



increases this difficulty. First it is important to note that the housing market is a typical supply 

market; no more than 1,5% of the stock is added each year (CPB 2005). This creates an 

inefficient market, where imperfect information, insufficient product homogeneity and institute 

disruptions distort a proper working market (CPB 2005). 

The purchase evaluation of the homebuyer is theoretically determined by a number of 

factors: first a pre-purchase value evaluation7 is made and compared to the demanded price. 

Second the transaction price economic burden is evaluated based on: Finance and mortgage 

ability, Price of the house and net. housing costs, such as mortgage taxations, tax reductions, 

government taxes (Ecorys 2005). 

In an interview with Ger Hermans; housing appropriator and Real Estate agent: 'Occasionally 

somebody asks at a object viewing what the energy costs are related to the house, if I name 

any price, people are baffled, they think it is expensive. But further inquiry shows they have 

little notice of the cost related to energy in housing.' Customers do not evaluate energy 

costs in the purchase phase of buying a house. Several researches on housing appropriation 

(Ecorys 2005, CPB 2005, VROM 2006) show little to no influence of energy costs in housing 

budgeting with homeowners. Energy system appropriation in housing developments is an 

undervalued part of the valuation of a house. 

Energy labelling as commissioned by the European union is port of a long-term commitment 

from the EC and member states to promote energy efficiency in buildings. Energy certification 

of buildings has to be seen, not as an end in itself but as a means to an end. Certification 

needs to be implemented in parallel with effective information campaigns to explain to the 

wider public. (EPBD 2004) 

Second difficulty is the post purchase use evaluation that is skewed, strong increase in net. 

housing costs has a limited effect on the willingness of homeowners to move. Research by CPB 

(2005) has shown that only 10% of the homeowners is willing to move with a doubling of net. 

housing costs, a mere 20% is willing to move with an estimated tripling of net. housing costs. 

3.3 Energy demand and use in housing 
The house is the protection to the elements; people live in houses to create on acceptable 

climate regardless of outdoor weather conditions. Its primary goal is to provide its residents 

with comfort. To provide this comfort energy is needed. Energy is also needed to power TV's 

and computers, to heat the rooms or to get hot water from the tap. 

The heat produced by a fire can only be used efficiently if there is a room that can be heated. 

The quality of this room subsequently determines the efficiency of heating. The system of 

production, distribution and use determines the quality of comfort presented to the residents. 

When discussing energy in the built environment a systems approach is inevitable. The whole 

system of generation, distribution and use, at regional level as well as at the level of the house 

needs to be taken into consideration. 

"Energy system" means a sum of measurements that provide energy to a building, which is 

used to generate comfort to the occupants of the building. 

7 . Evaluations are based on neighbourhood, physical representation of the house, floor plan 

etc. Energetic performance is still a minor detail in the purchase evaluation though the build

ing certificate by the EPBD increases customer awareness of energetic performance. For a 

quick insight www.funda.nlis recommended 



Due to economical and ecological effects, limiting energy demanded to achieve a desired 

level of comfort in beneficial, this can be achieved by increasing efficiency. Therefore an 

analysis of the energy systems' effectiveness is made. 

3.3.1 Trias Energelica 
In designing energy efficient houses and systems the Trias Energetica is used, the Trias 

Energetica consists of three consecutive steps, when applied in designing an energy system 

these steps this will lead to a more efficient use of energy. The three steps are, as presented 

in Figure 1 9 I trias energetica: 

Limit the energy demand 

Energy that is not needed does not need to be produced and does not cause poll 

Limiting the energy demand in building project is the first action to create a better perfo 

energy system. Architect and construction industry have the largest influence in this part ( 

1999). 



Use renewable energy sources. 
The energy that is needed can best be generated with the use of renewable resources. 

Sustainable energy technology on building level is mainly based on solar power. This can be 

divided in active solar (PV panels, solar boilers) or passive solar (south facing glass facades) 

(Ecofys 1999). Application of other sustainable energy sources is beneficial as well. 

When needed, use clean fossil fuel as efficient as possible. 
The remaining energy demand should be met with limited use of fossil fuel. Important is the 

efficient production of this energy to minimize negative impact on the environment. Clean 

fossil for example has no carbon dioxide emissions. 

The first step is related to reduction, the second and third steps are related to production of 

energy, note that the limitation of energy demand is two faced: first a limitation of the energy 

demand of the house (to provide the required level of comfort) is needed, second a reduction 

of energy used to deliver energy (in the energy system) is needed. In the design of an energy 

system for a house or a residential area it is important to design according to these three 

steps of the Trias Energetica. 

3.3.2 Energy efficient buildings 

There is a range of techniques that a designer can be applied to reduce the energy 

consumption of a building. The design of energy efficient housing can be based on three 

consecutive steps. 

1. Building's orientation towards the sun 

2. The design of the building envelope 

3. Smart installation concepts 

The design of any new residential area should take these steps into consideration (Novem 

2000). 

The first step in developing a new residential area is the design of an urban plan. This plan 

determines the orientation of the houses and thereby the house's possibility to make use of 

passive solar energy. A due south orientation is the most effective in providing possibilities for 

south facing windows, PV systems and thermal solar systems. 

A second measurement in the building design process is limiting the loss of energy by adding 

substantial building improvements. This can be aimed at increasing the isolation value of the 

building, but also limiting ventilation loss by closing gaps. 

The third step in the design challenge is limiting energy use by finding an efficient combination 

of heating and ventilation, as well as making use of sustainable energy generation. The 

building's performance w ill largely depend on the chosen installation concept. 

The energy used to heat or cool buildings is the direct consequence of energy fluxes between 

the building and the outside (Bekkeheien, Haland, Klovening 1999). These fluxes can be 

divided in three categories: 

1. Solar radiation and appliances creating a heat flux into the building 

2. Transmission losses through the shell 

3. Ventilation losses 



Using available technologies would have an enormous positive impact already. This could limit 

the energy use of the built environment to 50% of the current amount needed by 2030 and to 

only 20% in 2050, an 80% reduction!s One of the promising techniques is the passive house, 

which has very limited energy demand for room heating, due to limitation of transmission and 

ventilation losses. Possible reductions with this technique can be seen in Figure 20 I energy 

use per floor area (PEP 2006). 

Sceptics will proclaim that these measurements and design principles will only cost 

money; therefore this thesis makes a note on the financial benefits of sustainable housing 

developments. 
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From a life cycle savings standpoint, savings resulting from investment in sustainable design 

and construction dramatically exceed any additional upfront costs. (Kats et aI., 2003, p. 

vii) Kats et. al. determine that a 2% increase in investment to support sustainable solutions 

upfront, could result in a 20% life cycle savings over the next 20 years. As research by 

Lichtenberg (2002) on the Dutch construction industry determined, all products with an 

expected lifecycle of more than 25 years are facing enormous price competition. This limits 

the possibility for investments up front in the traditional construction industry, due to the strong 

focus on transaction price in a competitive market. 

This approach with a strong focus on transaction costs should be interchanged with a life 

Cycle Costing approach. If this approach on life cycle costing would be addressed more in 

the construction industry, the higher transaction price will enable a better return on investment, 

enabling companies to dedicate more resources to innovation. 

8. Figures derived from an interview transcription wilh P. Hameetman of the "platform "Ener
gietransilie in de Gebouwde Om geving" (PEGO) 2007 



Another, too often undervalued, financial benefit is limitation of the economic risk of rising 

energy prices in the future. As Russell stated already in 1981: 'of special importance is the 

economic risk that building owners have become exposed to because of ever-increasing 

energy costs.' Since this research by Russell, the world has changed dramatically, but the 

majority of problems that are addressed in the research, are not different from the problems 

the industry is facing today. They include: uncertainty regarding future availabil ity of fuel 

types, limited knowledge regarding the future cost and reliability of innovative technologies 

which can reassure energy delivery, and future change in legislation which can have negative 

impacts on building owners. 

Aside from the eminent lifecycle savings of new susta inable technologies, limitations of future 

risks from energy delivery a s well as a legislative viewpoint present value, though difficult 

to evaluate. Imagine the positive effect on the building owners who made an exploitation 

calculation in the early nineties, based on the then valid gas prices, as presented in Figure 21 

I gas price development 1991-2006, (energie.nl), prices raised three fold. 

The current legislative changes initiated by the EPBD, that demand a building energetic 

performance label, will prove to be of influence in future real-estate evaluation. Although it 

is impossible to foresee all future developments, designing with the possibility to adapt to 

future situations might well prove to be worthwhile. 
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3.4 Energy systems 
After reducing in energy demand on the level of the house, the energy sources need to 

be addressed. This final thesis research focuses on sustainable energy systems in housing 

developments; therefore the system architecture of energy delivery is reviewed. 

3.4.1 Energy systems design 
An energy system can be designed based on a central generation system, or based on a 

distributed generation system. A centralized system can be seen as a top down approach 

on energy delivery. In electric systems, power is generated at power plants and distributed 

to homeowners by high voltage power lines. Subsequently the energy is transformed to 

levels that can be applied in houses. Processors have historically worked on a large scales 

to take advantage of centralized production and to leverage existing distribution network 

to deliver their products and services; namely electrons (Pernick and Wilder 2007). This is 

the 'traditional' approach to energy delivery to people's homes, as presented in Figure 22 I 
simple 'traditional' energy chain from extraction to end-user (Blok 2007). 

The global impact of the inefficiency of this traditional power generation is enormous. It has 

been estimated that the overall worldwide waste of energy arising from central fossil fuel 

power generation and distribution is about the same as the total amount of energy consumed 

by the global transport sector. (WADE 2003) Utility transmission and distribution (T&D) systems 

generally run at less than 50% capacity. However, during periods of peak electricity use, the 

generation and T&D systems may be close to overloaded. The value of peak reduction is 

not just in avoided purchase of electricity, but also in avoided capacity and T&D costs. Thus, 

energy benefits of green buildings need to be quantified not solely based on reduced energy 

use but also on reduced peak electricity demand. (Kats, et. al. 2003, pp 24-25) 

Due to the costs of power generation and the diverse demand from the customers, 

traditional architecture of a central energy system made sense. In the beginning of twenty

first century however, virtually everyone in industrialized countries had electric service, and 

the basic assumptions underpinning the big-station logic had reversed. Now the maintenance 

of the grid exceeded the costs of central power generation. The cheapest, most reliable 

power, therefore, was that which was produced at or near the customers. (Kammen 2006) 



An essentially different approach to power generation is the distributed energy systems 

approach where power is generated and stored in millions of locations, connected to a central 

grid, almost Internet alike. TNO (2007, pp. 41) Jeremy Rifkin (2004) describes the effect that 

this system has as 'Power to the people'. Researchers underline the importance of developing 

a distributed energy system. As Nobel Prize winner Richard Smalley called it this will be a 

"distributed storage generation grid". The layout of such a system is presented in Figure 23 

I inverted energy-chain. 

By targeting customer functionality, improvements in industry architecture and tailor made 

production methods can reduce the energy needed to energy provided ratio significantly. A 

system that makes use of distributed utility, where power generation migrates from central 

power plants to customers' back yards, basements, rooftops, and driveways, promises a 

vibrantly, competitive, resilient and lucrative energy sector, at less cost to customers and to 

the earth. (Kammen 2006) 

The basis of this energy system is individual generation of power by consumers in their homes, 

where excess energy is traded with connected neighbours by the use of smart meters. This 

energy system is based on the contribution of millions of individual power generators and will 

replace the demand for large centrally organized fossil fuel based energy plants. Redesigning 

the energy delivery system, towards a user oriented system, presents awareness by the users 

and policy and business opportunities that can be exploited in the marketplace. 

3.4.2 Types of technologies 
The second and third steps of the Trias Energetica discuss the production of energy. Energy 

can be generated based on sustainable sources and traditional sources; so-called, clean 

technologies and conventional technologies. A short explanation: 

Conventional technologies 

Technologies that are based on fossil fuels or nuclear power are referred to in this thesis 

as conventional technologies; these technologies accept the depletion of natural resources 

and the use of toxic materials in production processes. This approach towards the earth's 

resources is not 'sustainable'. Generally speaking conventional energy systems are based 

on central energy production and the current world energy system is based on the oil and 

gas infrastructure. This current energy system is under heavy stresses, as discussed, global 

competition for resources, depletion of resources and greenhouse gas emissions put strains on 

this energy infrastructure. There is a growing sense of urgency to make a transition from these 



traditional technologies to clean technologies. 

Clean technologies 
Clean tech refers to any product, service, or process that delivers value using limited or zero 

non-renewable resources and/or creates significantly less waste than conventional offerings 

(pernick and Wilder 2007). Clean technologies are designed with respect to the environment 

and are considerate about using non-renewable resources. Though often (maliciously) referred 

to as clean, nuclear power cannot be seen as a clean technology in this consideration. Some 

examples of clean tech energy sources are: 

Solar Energy, the sum of PV and direct solar heat energy systems. 

Wind power, both central and decentralized wind power generation methods 

Hydro electric, power generated from water either by water movement or osmosis. 

Biofuels, energy generated by the combustion of biomaterial, either raw or 

refined. 

Next to these sources there are different technologies that opt for the clean tech label, such 

as: 

Green buildings, buildings that are healthier, use less energy and are designed to 

make optimal use of materials and material characteristics. This by integrating the 

clean concept in every stage of the production process. 

Smart grid, an intelligent power grid that is interlinked by data communication that 

distributes energy through a neighbourhood. 

These technologies are the basis of a new clean energy system in the house. Some are 

applicable within the house's shell, others technologies are infrastructure elements, such as 

cars, to which the house can to be connected. 

Available systems 
Transition to distributed energy systems is not possible overnight; therefore attention to 

sustainable centralized systems is not futile. To a large extend however; the clean tech 

revolution will not follow this centralized, top-down approach (pernick and Wilder 2007). 

Projections are that the sustainable energy supply of the future will be based on what many 

call end-to-end smart-grid solutions, based on an inverted energy chain, which consist of 

interrelated intelligent energy systems that monitor supply and demand of many houses 

connected to the grid. Table 1 I sustainable energy generation methods, presents some 

examples of sustainable energy generation methods: 

Hydrogen power plants 

These system elements differ from storage techniques like heat-cold storage in aquifers, 

passive house systems and next generation techniques, for example: hydrogen storage 

production and storage facility, hydrogen fuel cells etc., because these techniques do not 

generate energy but are elements in other parts of the energy chain. 



Financial benefits 

The economic benefits provided are wide-ranging and presented in literature, though not 

comprehensive (Bateson 2007, pp.5, Pernick and Wilder 2007, Gevorkian 2006): 

Lower whole-life cost scenario compared to conventional utilities 

Lower energy costs for end users 

Lower end-user maintenance costs 

Financially attractive to leasing companies who will consider capital funding of the 

project in return for 15-30 year operating lease agreement. 

Aside from these direct benefits resulting from the application of sustainable energy systems, 

the indirect benefits are to diverse to mention in this final thesis report, but range from the 

costs to the traditional T&D to resource mining fees. 

3.4.3 Energy reliability 

Security of supply is at the hart of the energy systems design. In energy policy there are 

three elements that define the layout of the discussion on energy systems: Economy, Security 

and acceptability of supply. In today's information age, availability of power is essential to 

maintain normal public life, take the power failure in the Bommeler- and Tielerwaard (1 3-1 4 

December 2007) for example, which put all public life to a hold in the region. 

Power failures 

The energy grid is largely based on technology created and developed more than a century 

ago (pernick and Wilder 2007). The antiquated state of the current power system is a real 

problem (WADE 2007). Though less extreme as in the United States, these problems are 

present in the Netherlands as well. Power shortages due to failure in the supply system 

downstream are incredibly hard to defy. As the energy demand is still rising, the burden on 

the energy system will increase; power failures will become more common. 

Energy resources 

Aside from the energy distribution reliability, also the energy resource delivery is uncertain. 

Most of the world's fossil energy resources are located in geo-political unstable regions. 

Regions where competition for resources is also leading to heightened political tensions 

and new strategic alliances as nations iostle to secure supplies and protect energy assets 

(WADE 2007). The danger of this situation is grippingly described in Jeremy Rifkin's book 

the Hydrogen economy and more explicitly displayed by the 2006 hold on supply of Russian 

gas to the Ukraine, which led to shortages in large parts of Europe. The Dutch infrastructure 

is widely adapted to natural gas, but the resources a re limited. Estimated is that the Dutch 

natural gas resources will be depleted in 25-40 years (VROM AE 2004), this will result in 

dependency on other suppliers. 

This is a highly undesirable situation that needs to be address in the design of the energy 

system of the future. Adaptability of houses to different energy systems and different energy 

sources is a vital element in maintaining functionality of the house as a comfortable shell in an 

uncertain future situation. 

3.4.2 Energy markets 

The development of markets for sustainable energy systems is not self-evident. More than 

in the past it is necessary to make a shift from 'technology push' to 'demand-side pull'. End 



users and applicants of knowledge and technology should be able to playa central role 

in the decision making process. (V ROM AE 2004). Nowadays high energy prices, polluted 

ecosystems, and growing awareness of climate change and the geopolitical costs associated 

with fossil fuels are driving a shift in consumer attitudes and consumer demand for clean-tech 

products and services (pernick and Wilder 2007). 

This does not imply a rapid change to sustainable energy. Large amounts of investments in 

current infrastructure have not yet been written down for depreciation. "Classic government" 

invests mainly in innovation in stead of creating markets because the latter method is tainted, 

but "classic corporate" only invest in markets which are next to certain, this has lead to the 

deadlock where government, market and corporate are waiting for the next move. (TNO 

2007) 

The increase in demand for new energy systems in housing might prove to be the leverage 

needed to supply houses with sustainable energy. When providing the proper market 

opportunities, the sustainable distributed storage generation systems will prove to be a strong 

competitor in the market. The entry of 2.3 billion people in rapid growing economies, such as 

China and India, on the world resource market, will continue to drive up prices of resources. 

Locally produced energy can disconnect the power supply of our homes from this market. 

3.4.3 Conclusions 
The primary function of the house is to provide shielding and comfort, the house is the physical 

representation to do so. In modern housing these functions are approached by providing a 

shell, comfort issuing infrastructure and energy functions, often interwoven and interrelated 

which limits flexibility and change. This diminishes the needed possibilities of the house to 

adapt to future demands. 

Technically the layers of the house should be separated, and easily adaptable. It is important 

that the house can adapt to future, improved technical solutions. The design of the house 

should not express this explicitly, peoples approaches to the house is very traditional; design 

statements are met with reticence. Innovation should respect traditions to be successful. 

Energy systems are a part of a value offer to the customer in a house. The housing market is 

imperfect which leads to a sub-optimal system performance analysis by the customer. Though 

effort is made to improve the customer evaluation of the energy performance of a house, 

there is little influence of energy costs in housing budgeting with homeowners. Energy system 

appropriation in housing developments is an undervalued part of the valuation of a house. 

Limiting the energy demand by improving the quality of the house is the first, essential step 

in the design of a sustainable housing development. This challenge needs to be addressed 

at all levels of design. Smart design saves money; the financial benefits that can be reaped 

by intelligent design on a building level are significant. A change in the building construction 

industry approach towards an Life Cycle Cost assessment is needed, the market opportunities 

for smart companies which assess this change are numerous. 

Energy reliability and affordability are major challenges related to the energy sources. Due to 

the changing demands, financial as well as physical, related to our energy distribution system, 



the system design needs to change. The built environment can have a large contribution in this 

change. By reversing the energy chain in smart housing developments peak demand can be 

limited and the built environment can contribute to the distributed energy system. This enables 

energy production people's homes integrating them into the system. 

A distributed energy system based on a sustainable fuel mix, with limited continuous demand 

of resources can diminish risks of energy shortages, is better for our environment, limits waste 

of energy and has financial advantages. Cost of energy will be lower than with conventional 

energy systems due to the improved performance of clean technology over lifetime. Markets 

for sustainable energy systems should be promoted. This need is brought about by a deadlock 

situation in government and large companies' approach to the market. 
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4 Analysis of customer demand and system 
performance 

This part of this final research project presents the analysis of the customer value assessment 

and the theoretic review on energy system performance in housing projects. The aim of this 

chapter is to present to the reader the discrepancies in customer demand characteristics and 

the houses energy systems, as presented in chapter two and three. This is used as the basis for 

the development of the strategic business recommendations as presented in chapter five. 

4.1 Customer demand 
Customer demand is a difficult subject due to the differentiated evaluation that customers 

make of value. To increase difficulty; this differentiated evaluation is often made unconscious. 

Customers evaluate the physical representation of the house as a combination of elements: 

walls, windows and roof, in a pre-purchase evaluation. People are pleased by the aesthetics 

of a house, its location and the floor plan (increasingly in the thermal quality of the shell) 

and base the decision to buy a house on the presented usefulness (customer functionality). 

Customers perceive a positive fulfilment of their demands; they evaluate the pre-purchase 

elements positive and decide to buy the house, willing to pay the demanded price, as 

presented in Figure 24 I customer value evaluation. 

Customers' evaluations of the comfort that a house presents are based on quality of the comfort 

issuing infrastructure and the energy sources. These elements can be sold to the customers based 

on a pre-purchase evaluation. But the customer value evaluation process takes place in the 

post-purchase stage of ownership. Reliable services with good responsiveness rates increase 

the level of received benefits to the customers. When this takes place after the transaction, 

the company can capture none of this value. Good quality and service present experienced 

received benefits to the customer these benefits should be reaped by companies. 



A pre-purchase evaluation driven shell is sold, combined with post-purchase evaluated 

comfort. This makes selling energy systems in housing a difficult business. Customers have 

no proper valuation tools to make the value assessment in a different stage. Energy issuing 

systems and energy sources are typically evaluated during use of the product. When defining 

the business the customer function needs to be addressed with this notion in mind. The offerings 

that the building industry makes to the customers make little notice of the price-quality

usefulness function . Companies should not integrate elements that are not subject of the pre

purchase evaluation and that are not a part of the shell a combined value offer. 

Aside from the customer evaluation and customer value assessment, the life span of a building 

poses as second difficulty to the framework element of customer functions. This difficulty has its 

origin in the change of customer demands; the evolution of homeowner in for example socio

economic class and demography results to changing demands. The customer is not a static 

object in time. In order to meet customer demand in housing, changeability is essential. The 

value offer of one solution to a customer at a fixed moment in time is a sub-optimal solution 

when regarding the life cycle of a house. In the current situation the customer meets these 

changing demands by moving to a new house, smart businesses can keep the customer and 

present new value propositions. 

4.2 System evaluation 
The previous paragraph described changing customer demand as well as differentiated 

customer demand. Technologies can be seen as alternative ways in which functions can be 

performed for the customer. As previously mentioned in chapter 3.4 on energy systems, the 

energy sources and energy infrastructure that are applied in the built environment are facing 

rapid changes. These changes are related to new generation methods or distribution systems. 

The evolution of solar PV systems has picked up speed and the elements to redesign the 

electricity grid are available. These new systems can make energy cheaper, but they can also 

present new value propositions e.g. refuelling your car at home. 

The system performance of current available sustainable energy systems is sufficient to 

present a new value proposition to the customer. When all customer demands are equal, 

it is possible to built a house with sustainable energy systems, due to the reduced life cycle 

costs, or total costs of ownership that are related to a sustainable energy system. There is no 

technological barrier to a widespread introduction of sustainable energy systems in housing 

development projects. 

The comfort issuing systems that are integrated in the building, need to be able to adapt 

and function when new systems are available. Comfort issuing systems should present a 

great adaptability to changing energy sources. In today's new housing developments there is 

very little anticipation on possible changes in technologies that power the home and present 

comfort to residents, the construction industry builds homes, based on the technological status 

quo of this moment. Future opportunities are missed in this approach, providing flexibility 

can open possibilities for new value propositions, based on future adaptation to changing 

demands. It enables the built environment to perform according to up to date standards and 

technologies, instead of today's technological knowledge. 
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Alternative technologies can present possibilities that change the current view upon energy 

systems in our homes. The increase in functionalities, significant lower energy costs or even 

profits, provide a new array of functionalities to homeowners. Limiting the possibility to apply 

these systems is depriving homeowners of possible advantages. In business sciences this is 

referred to as opportunity costs; the inability to receive future benefits. 

4.3 Conflicts 
The conflicts in customer evaluation and sustainable energy housing developments are 

presented as follows: First the economic customer demand characteristic is presented, second 

the sustainable energy system characteristic, finally the conflict is presented. There are four 

discrepancies as derived from this final thesis research project. Chapter five will address 

business strategies that can bridge the existing gap. 

4.3.1 Conflict one: Undervaluation 

Customer demand 
The pre-purchase decision to buy a house is mainly driven by customer value perceptions that 

are related to the usefulness of the house (think of location, location, location). The quality 

function (life cycle performance), based on a post-purchase evaluation, is of little influence in 

the customer decision to acquire a house. 

System characteristic 
Sustainable energy systems are characterised by lower cost of ownership. The life cycle costs 

that are related to providing the house with sustainable energy are lower than by the use of 

conventional energy systems. 

Conflict 
In the customer perceived value evaluation of a house, total cost of ownership is of little 

influence. Therefore the sustainable energy system advantage of lower total costs of 

ownership are not properly valued by the customer, life cycle assessments need a proper 

quality evaluation to be valued properly. 

4.3.2 Conflict two: Differentiated value proposition 

Customer demand 
The house and its systems are sold in one value proposition; there is little notice of the 

usefulness, quality function in the housing development industry, customer perception of the 

demanded price can be sub-optimal due to this single value proposition. 

System Characteristics 
The house is an interwoven structure of separate systems, shell, comfort issuing system, and 

energy sources. These represent different layers with specific characteristics, in functionality 

presented to the customer, expected lifetime and technical characteristics. 



Conflict 
Different value offerings are combined in one offer to the customer. As a consequence the 

customer will be unable to evaluate the separated value offerings for the shell and the 

energy system elements. 

4.3.3 Conflict three: responsiveness to innovation 

Customer demand 
large demanded customer value by new homeowners in a very competitive market, has led to 

price competition in the building industry, resulting in a focus on transaction costs. Among other 

factors this has halted innovation; there is little focus on value creating in the building industry 

to increase customer value. The building industry, by and large, constructs houses using the 

technology status quo of this moment. 

System characteristics 
The energy delivery reliability presents a major challenge. Energy systems need to innovate 

in order to secure energy supply to the house in unknown future situations. Systems based on 

current fossil fuel sources are increasingly difficult to maintain. 

Conflict 
There is little innovation in the building industry, where reliable energy delivery demands 

innovation in the energy infrastructure. As a consequence the built environment is lagging 

behind in adaptability to future energy sources to maintain security of power supply. 

4.3.4 Conflict four: customer co-creation 

Customer demand 
There is little notice on customer co-creation or value construction in the building industry. Co

creation and value construction can present continuous improving value offers to customers 

and increase the possibilities for companies to innovate. 

System characteristics 
Energy systems need continuous monitoring over the lifetime of the system; maintenance 

conducted by professionals will increase system effectiveness, service is an important element. 

Large benefits can be derived from adapting the possibility to innovate the system during its 

lifetime. 

Conflict 
Little attention is paid in the building industry to customer co-creation and value construction. 

Energy systems benefit from continuous maintenance and adaptation to new technologies. The 

buildings industry current practice of selling the entire system to the customer diminishes the 

systems effectiveness. 
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Strategic customer approach 

The analysis in this chapter will be based on the strategy framework as presented by Derek 

F. Abell (1981) in 'Defining the business; starting point of strategic planning.' This research by 

Abell presents an instrument to analyse customer functions, customer groups and technologies 

that are combined in a framework on business strategy. This strategy tool will be used to 

design the technology push strategies that meet the customer demands. 

S.l Short introduction to 'defining the business' 
The work by Abell aims at presenting a framework that provides guidelines in strategic 

business planning, and deals with the problem every manager, strategic planner, business 

educator, or industrial organization economist is confronted with, how to define a business and 

the market in which it competes; achieving a clear differentiation from competitors. 

Abell describes three dimensions of business definition, as presented in Figure 25 Business 

definition framework (Abell 1981) divided in: 

1 . Customer groups 

2. Customer functions 

3. Alternative technologies 



Regarding to these dimensions, companies can have a narrow scope, which means they meet 

demand for a broad group of customers, defined to a very specific technology. Or companies 

can choose to present a number of technologies, functions etc. to a specific group of customers. 

This research focuses on individual homebuyers as a pre-condition, and is limited to improving 

the applicability of sustainable energy functions in housing development projects. The research 

is not limited to technologies utilized to fulfil customer demand, and thereby it can be argued 

that this research has a broad scope. 

Customer groups 

The customer groups are divided in terms of their identity, such as demography, socioeconomic 

class, lifestyle etc. (in a business to consumer situation), or industry and size (in a business to 

business situation). For this thesis research, the scope of the customer group has been limited 

to the housing development's customer or new homebuyer. Age or home owning career path 

are not specified in this thesis, but can be valuable attributes in business definition in defining 

a target group. 

Customer functions 

The customer functions attribute the benefits that a customer may experience. This element of 

the framework relates to the ability of the product ore service a company delivers to fulfil the 

demanded utility and performance by a customer. 

Alternative technologies 

The technologies used to perform a function according to customer demands can be diverse. 

Often there are alternative ways that comply with customer's requests. In evaluating alternative 

technologies and their performance, a customer perspective is vital. When accustomed to a 

level of customer value, acceptance of lower value is near to nil, alternative technologies 

should improve customer value. 

Alternative technologies can also refer to alternative designs of product or service packages 

to fulfil customer demand. A car can be sold or leased to a customer; the technologies used 

in this are different to fulfil the customer function of transportation. 

5.2 Strategic business definition 
Based on customer functions and technology alternatives, a strategic customer approach can 

be developed. As Abell (1981) states: Choices of scope have, or should have, their primary 

impact on product development activities. Knowledge of the customer group and customer 

demand is the basis for strategic customer approach. 

This part of the research describes two strategic business definitions based on the conflicts as 

presented in Chapter 4. First a presentation of the present possible fertile business strategy 

based on customer functions in housing is presented. Based on these customer functionalities 

this thesis matches technology alternatives to present a business strategy. Aside from the 

possible business definition this thesis also presents a business possibility, derived from the 

conflicts. This proposed business possibility could be seen as a new business development 

trajectory as presented in Figure 26 I analysis construction. 



In new housing developments, the offerings to the customer should possess characteristics, 

based on the customer value assessment. This market approach is based on conflict one and 

three as described in paragraph 4.3.1 and 4.3.3. It is important to notice that the customer 

function provided is similar to the current housing market approach. The market approach 

focuses primary the lower life cycle costs of the systems are presented to homeowners, 

second the market approach makes use of innovative systems. The technologies used to fulfil 

customer demands are different. In retrospect Ecofys presents a sustainable energy solution 

to customers based on these conflicts. 

Strategy element one: Increase value perception 

Increasing the value perception of sustainable energy systems; homeowners are informed 

and educated about the financial benefits derived from sustainable energy systems. Well

documented information on return on investments, expected lifetime of the sustainable energy 

system and costs information is vital for the success of this strategy. Note that the EPBD 

increases customer awareness as well in the demanded energy label for houses. 

Strategy element two: Innovation 

The second element of this strategy focus is the importance of innovative sustainable system 

elements. This focus is two folded; it builds on the latest technology in sustainable energy 

systems and on a financial ownership construction. 





Proposed market approach 

Though it might seem that the housing customer is one single subject, the range in value 

evaluation demand separate approaches, these can be based on a separated value offering. 

This possible market approach will address all four market-conflicts, as described in chapter 

four. To do so the customer functionality demanded needs to be specified to improve the 

match between demanded functionality and presented technology alternative. These four 

strategy elements are combined in a two-folded customer approach. 

Strategy element one: Increase value perception 

Improving the customer value evaluation of the house and its systems, based on customer 

education of system performances, system attributes and return on investment. 

Strategy element two: Differentiated value offer 

The customer experiences a combined value offer that makes evaluation difficult. This element 

will be addressed in this customer approach by a differentiated value offer, one based on 

pre-purchase evaluation of usefulness and one based on the post-purchase evaluation of 

quality. 

Strategy element three: Innovation 

The limited possibilities of innovation in the building industry and the inflexibility of the system 

will be addressed in this strategy focus. The sustainable energy system should present flexible, 

improved value offerings to the customer. Based on changes in functionalities demanded by 

the customer or on changes in technologies that can provide energy to the house. 

Strategy element four: Value construction 

In customer approach, value construction or value co-creation is important. The customer 

needs to be able to benefit from adaptations of new cheaper technologies that are applied 

to meet changing demands. These shared benefits will increase customer satisfaction and 

market adoption. 

In order to present the benefits of a sustainable energy system to customers, a differentiated 

value offer needs to be presented; this strategy is described in strategy element two. A 

product; value offer A, and a service; value offer B, will be presented to the customer. 

Value offer A 

The customer group for the first value offer is defined to the homebuyers that are interested 

in a new housing development project. They traditionally represent a group that values a 

set of customer functions that is strongly related to the shell of the building. An example of 

the customer functions that are demanded are often referred to in the Netherlands, by the 

customer group, as a 'typical '30 house', which represents an ideal structure of the home to 

many customers. The value offer has a strong focus on usefulness, which is related to the pre

purchase evaluation of the customer. The technologies should have a focus on durability due 

to the need to perform the functions during at least 50 years. 



Value offer A shows great resemblance to the traditional housing development industry. 

The basic customer function are the shell, its ability to provide safety and protection from 

the elements, and the comfort issuing system that brings comfort to the residents, the basic 

functions of the house. In developing a customer strategy for the shell, the perceived ability to 

fulfil the customer demands is leading, as presented in (Chapter 2 pre-purchase evaluation). 

The value offer to the customer should fulfil the functions needed with respect to the pre

purchase evaluation characteristics of the demanded functionality. This means a strong focus 

on the usefulness of the technology presented. A company should address all of its available 

resources to presenting the best value offer to a customer, based on a demanded customer 

function that is evaluated on a pre-purchase basis. 

Value offer B 
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In market approach B the customer group is defined to new homeowners who need energy 

systems to provide energy to the comfort-issuing infrastructure in their homes. The cha racteristics 

of this business differ from the ones needed in customer function A. The customer functions that 

are addressed can be categorized as post-purchase evaluated functions, which are strongly 

related to the quality function. It can be argued that the same company should not sell these 

functions as the functions as referred to in A. 

Nowadays these customer functions are facing rapid change in demand of services. The 

market opportunities for companies that are active in this segment are based on providing 

better, tailored, service and quality to a customer group. Ability to do so will increase customer 

satisfaction and customer loyalty. Alternative technologies need to be adapted quickly by the 

company to continuously increase the value proposition to the customer. This can open future 

possibilities for the customer to become an energy producer, towards houses that produce 

energy. 

Market approach B resembles customer service companies, such as car lease companies 

or telephone providers. Responsiveness to changing demands, quality of service provided 

etcetera are leading customer value elements that a supplier of functions should provide. 

Changeability and flexibility to meet technological substitutions or changes in customer 

demand are strategic company characteristics on which business can be defined. If companies 

want to evolve in this market segment, differentiation in customer functions is a strategic step. 

Possible credit solutions, servicing different sets of customer demands etc. is possible. Adapting 

to technology alternatives should be an element interwoven and used in the business, in order 

to present maximum value to the customer. Resume: a company should continuously improve 

and differentiate provided service to a customer; providing flexible and adaptive systems to 

meet changing customer demands. 





These two value offers differ in company industry, company design, technologies used 

etc. The development of a combined offer by one company could be sub-optimal. Figure 

27 I proposed buisiness defenition, depicts this in a simple model with sepereate value 

offers that are easily presented to a customer and easily related to each other. A change 

of current building industry practice is therefore needed to improve performance of the 

sustainable energy system industry and its ability to apply state of the art technologies. 

Shell 

Comfort issuing system 







Conclusions and recommendations 
This chapter presents the findings of this research and the recommendations to Ecofys as well 

as recommendations on further theoretic research. 

6.1 Conclusions 
In addressing the application of sustainable energy systems in new housing developments 

an analysis of the economic and functional customer demands has been made. The economic 

attributes of sustainable energy systems show discrepancies in the customer value evaluation 

and the customer functionality needed. This thesis research addresses four conflicts that 

focus on the mismatch in customer functionality needed, based on value evaluation and the 

technology alternative presented by the supplier: 

1. In the customer perceived value evaluation of a house, total cost of ownership is of little 

influence. Therefore the sustainable energy system advantage of lower total costs of ownership 

are not properly valued by the customer. 

2. Different value offers are combined in one total offer to the customer. As a consequence 

it will be difficult to evaluate the separated value offerings represented in the shell and the 

energy system elements. 

3. There is not enough focus on value creation in the building industry, where energy systems 

demand innovation. As a consequence the built environment is lagging behind in adaptability 

to future energy sources to maintain security of power supply. 

4. The building industry takes little notice of customer co-creation and value construction, energy 

systems benefit from continuous adaptation to customer functionalities and new technologies. 

Therefore the flexibility of the energy systems is limited which leads to opportunity costs. 

In addressing these conflicts two strategic business definitions are presented that prove the 

postulate. 'It is possible to develop market conform sustainable housing projects.' Has been 

addressed in the first business strategy and focuses on conflict one and three; by presenting 

an innovative energy system to customers, including the necessary education to properly 

evaluate this system, it is possible to sell sustainable energy systems at a commercially viable 

basis. 

The second, proposed, strategic customer approach presents technology alternatives that 

improve the applicability of sustainable energy systems in new housing developments. This 

approach uses the four conflicts to design four strategy elements: 

1. Improving the customer value evaluation of the house and its systems, based on customer 

education of system performances, system attributes and return on investment. 

2. The customer experiences a combined value offer that makes evaluation difficult. This 

element will be addressed in this customer approach by a differentiated value offer, one 

based on pre-purchase evaluation of usefulness and one based on the post-purchase 



evaluation of quality. A product and a service will be presented to the customer. 

3. The limited possibilities of innovation in the building industry and the inflexibil ity of the system 

will be addressed in this strategy focus. The sustainable energy system should present flexible, 

improved value offerings to the customer. Based on changes in functionalities demanded by 

the customer or on changes in technologies that can provide energy to the house. 

4. In customer approach, value construction or value co-creation is important. The customer 

needs to be able to benefit from adaptations to new cheaper technologies that are applied 

to meet changing demands. These shared benefits will increase customer satisfaction and 

market adoption. 

A new business definition based on these four strategy elements can systematically improve 

the application of sustainable energy systems in new housing developments, due to an 

improved focus on the match in economic customer demands and functionalities needed. This 

enables sustainable energy systems suppliers to present a value offer matching the system's 

technological abilities. This strategy implies a technology-push that is much needed to achieve 

a stronger demand-pull on sustainable energy systems in new housing development projects. 

Addressing customer demand and customer value evaluation with a targeted approach 

changes industry architecture with unforeseen benefits. These consist of: clearer business 

strategies for project developers with lower investment costs and decreased technical 

complexity. Demand for a sustainable energy supplier that can built a profitable business 

case based on customer demands and last but not least financially beneficial solutions to 

customers. By increasing the application of flexible systems in housing development projects 

and by creating a more vibrant market, sustainable energy systems can adopt easily to 

future customer demands. The energy systems in new houses can adapt new system elements, 

towards energy producing buildings! 

6.2 Recommendations 

Ecofys 
Based on the findings in this research, it is recommended that Ecofys further researches the 

business opportunities derived from a separated value offer, in energy system and shell, to 

new housing development customers. This renewed value offer has the ability to increase 

customer demand for sustainable energy solutions. The recommended approach is developing 

a complete business model based on the findings in paragraph 5 .2. A key element in this 

approach is a mutual beneficial relationship with a project developer that addresses the 

development project in a renewed manner, based on providing an improved shell. 

Second a customer functionality analysis and available sustainable energy systems matching 

tool would be an interesting business opportunity. This could be a web-based application 

that educates future customers on systems possibilities and limitations. Providing insight in ES 

possibilities can increase demand for these systems. 

Furthermore it is recommended that Ecofys stronger stresses the advantages of customer-



received quality in the customer education programmes, preferably in collaboration with 

Real -Estate agents. 

Academic environment 
In future academic research it is recommended to research the possibilities of continuous 

innovation and value creation in the building industry. Breaching the 'Construction based 

on the status quo deadlock' that currently characterizes the industry can imply profound 

improvements in the adaptability of new systems in the housing industry. Increased focus on 

customer co-creation can provide a viable basis to work from. 

Addressing the market effectiveness in housing is a second research topic that can improve 

the applicability of new energy systems in housing developments. Customers have no proper 

valuation tools to make the value assessment in a different stage. The customer usefulness 

evaluation currently limits market functions in housing; this leads to customer evaluations based 

on a distorted v iew of the market. Developing a tool that can provide aid to customers in the 

evaluation phase may prove beneficial to the market. 

Finally a complete specification of the housing customer evaluation process will be a very 

useful tool in developing customer market strategies. This specification needs to differ from 

the current used housing appropriation models, by taking the customer function of quality into 

account. 





Epilogue 

Reviewing the process of writing this final thesis report and conducting the final thesis research, 

the profound theoretic research renewed the view to the topic of supplying sustainable energy 

systems to customers in new housing development projects. This theoretic and challenging 

approach has proven to be able to renew the view on the topic. It is an instrument that 

changes peoples' perceptions without making the discussion vague. 

In my discussions with professionals in the field the gained knowledge has made it possible to 

untangle the difficulties that erupt when dealing with this camplex matter. The six verification 

interviews underlined the importance of this research and the interviewees cancurred with 

my analysis and approach on the subject. Furthermore these interviews presented a good 

background to support my findings and expectations. The professionals where all enthusiastic 

about my unique approach, when you ask the right questions the positive reactions with 

people is truly inspiring. 

A critical review on my final thesis praject brings me ta faur discussion topics that deserve 

further attention. First, can customers of new housing developments be approached in such 

a generalist manner? The characteristics of the housing customer are different from normal 

consumerSj in this thesis I chose to overstep this element, to gain renewed insight. Future 

researchers might find new, additional market failures in presenting sustainable energy 

systems to customers when improving the knowledge of these customers. A second discussion 

topic is the innovation in the construction industry. My statement that there is no innovation can 

be argued to be too bald. Surely there is innovation in the construction industry, but customers 

are too little aware of the presented increased value. Value creation in the industry is only 

valuable when the created value can be captured (think of napster example). Otherwise 

innovation is pointless. The construction industry needs to work on business models that capture 

more of the created value! Thirdly the timing of this research can be argued. To improve 

the business applicability of this approach the quality of distributed energy supplies should 

increase. Return on investments of 20years might prove to be too long for a wide acceptance 

in the field. In five years the system elements will have evolved dramatically which will change 

the total market and make the approach as presented in this thesis much more applicable. 

Finally, government influence on the subject has not been taken into account. I approached 

this thesis research as an Ecocratj my belief that ecologic changes will be based on economic 

advantages. But government stimulus can dramatically increase the acceptance of sustainable 

systems with consumers. Limitation of C02 emissions, tax increments on energy use in housing, 

tax stimuli on sustainable energy systems, all these elements can change the playing field 

dramatically. Government officials can prove to be the initiators of a change in the energy 

markets. 

If I were in the position to do this final thesis research again, I would alter two elements in 

my approach. Primarily I would focus on a case and conduct interviews with all relevant 

stakeholders, to prove that I am not afraid to be in the field, that this is not another schoolboy 

essay. Second I would focus even more on presenting the possible benefits to the project 

developer. The foundations of this approach are viable, the key to success lies with the project 



developers that take opportunity to change their approach to new development projects. 

Finally, I would initiate my final thesis research in exactly the same way a second time I was to 

do this again. The enthusiastic support, both at Ecofys and at the University, was fantastic. My 

discussions with John Baken and his passion for the subject have stimulated me to constantly 

think and rethink my questions. Asking the right questions is the key to both opening doors and 

to a smooth final research project. 
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